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ABSTRACT
The Karolyhazy uncertainty relation is the statement that if a device is used to measure a
length l, there will be a minimum uncertainty δl in the measurement, given by (δl)3 ∼ L2P l.
This is a consequence of combining the principles of quantum mechanics and general rela-
tivity. In this note we show how this relation arises in our approach to quantum gravity,
in a bottom-up fashion, from the matrix dynamics of atoms of space-time-matter. We use
this relation to define a space-time-matter foam at the Planck scale, and to argue that our
theory is holographic. By coarse graining over time scales larger than Planck time, one
obtains the laws of quantum gravity. Quantum gravity is not a Planck scale phenomenon;
rather it comes into play whenever no classical space-time background is available to de-
scribe a quantum system. Space-time and classical general relativity arise from spontaneous
localisation in a highly entangled quantum gravitational system. The Karolyhazy relation
continues to hold in the emergent theory. An experimental confirmation of this relation will
constitute a definitive test of the quantum nature of gravity.
The Karolyhazy uncertainty relation [1] is the statement that if one uses a measuring
device to measure a length l, there will be a minimum uncertainty δl in this measurement,
given by the relation
(δl)3 ∼ L2P l (1)
where LP is Planck length. This relation is a consequence of taking into account the intrinsic
quantum mechanical uncertainty present in any measuring device, as well as of the fact that
the device will have a gravitational field associated with itself. The quantum uncertainty can
be reduced by making the device more massive, but increasing the mass too much makes the
device into a black hole. The optimal choice of mass which balances quantum uncertainty
and gravity results in the above constraint on the accuracy of the length measurement.
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The Karolyhazy relation has been studied by several authors [2–6], and has been derived
in more than one way. For a nice recent review, see Ng [7]. This same review also explains the
relevance of this relation to Wheeler’s Planck scale space-time foam, and its implication that
information is stored holographically, in a quantum gravitational system. Given that this
relation arises in a very general way by combining the principles of quantum mechanics and
general relativity, it can be regarded as a prediction of quantum gravity, and its experimental
confirmation will be a proof for the quantum nature of gravity [8, 9]. There is an analogous
uncertainty relation for measurement of a time-interval T , given by
(δT )3 ∼ τ 2P T (2)
where τP is Planck time [7].
In the present note, we explain how the Karolyhazy relation, and its consequent impli-
cations (Planck scale foam, holography) arise in our recently proposed quantum theory of
gravity [10]. As we will see below, this relation is already present at the Level 0 matrix
dynamics of our theory (for a description of the levels, see Fig. 1 below). Thus it arises in
a bottom-up fashion; not by combining the principles of quantum mechanics and general
relativity. These two theories are emergent in our approach, and emerge from the underlying
matrix dynamics. In fact, as we shall see, the emergence of the two theories is precipitated
by the Karolyhazy relation. It is also striking that the Karolyhazy relation depends on
Newton’s constant G and Planck’s constant h¯ only through L2P . This is consistent with our
quantum gravity theory, where the only fundamental constants at Level 0 are Planck length
and Planck time; whereas G and h¯ emerge only subsequently, at Level I.
The fundamental building blocks of the matrix dynamics at Level 0 are the atoms of
space-time-matter, each of which is described by the following action principle [10]
LP
c
S
C0
=
1
2
∫
dτ Tr
[
L2P
L2c2
(q˙B + β1q˙F ) (q˙B + β2q˙F )
]
(3)
For an explanation of the notation, the reader is referred to [10]. The universe is made of
enormously many STM atoms, and labelling the action of the i-th atom as Si, the total
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action of the (gravitation + Dirac fermions) of the universe is Stotal =
∑
i Si:
LP
c
Stotal
C0
=
1
2
∫
dτ
∑
i
Tr
[
L2P
L2c2
(q˙B + β1q˙F ) (q˙B + β2q˙F )
]
i
(4)
In principle, this action contains everything needed to describe the quantum gravitational
universe, and the emergent quantum (field) theory, as well as the classical space-time geom-
etry described by the laws of general relativity.
By varying the action (3) of the STM atom with respect to the bosonic operator qB and
the fermionic operator qF , and after integrating once the resulting equations of motion, the
following first integrals result [10]
2q˙B + (β1 + β2)q˙F = c1 =
2
a
pB (5)
q˙B(β1 + β2) + β1q˙Fβ2 + β2q˙Fβ1 = c2 =
2
a
pF (6)
where c1 and c2 are constant bosonic and fermionic matrices, respectively, being the values
of the bosonic momentum and the fermionic momentum. Here, a = L2P/L
2c2. We defined
the generalised Dirac operator D in terms of its bosonic and fermionic compoinents (DB
and DF respectively)
1
Lc
dq
dτ
∼ D ≡ DB +DF ; DB ≡ 1
Lc
dqB
dτ
; DF ≡ β1 + β2
2Lc
dqF
dτ
(7)
Hence the first of the two integrals of motion above can be written as an eigenvalue equation
[DB +DF ]ψ = λψ ≡ (λR + iλI)ψ ≡
(
1
L
+ i
1
LI
)
ψ (8)
where the eigenvalues λ, assumed to be c-numbers, are independent of the Connes time τ ,
and λR and λI are its real and imaginary parts respectively.
It is this generalisation of Dirac equation which is of interest to us here, as regards the
Karolyhazy uncertainty relation. As explained in [10], it is the relative magnitude of the
real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue, λR and λI , which decide upon the properties
of the STM atom. If L  LI , the STM atom is quantum in nature, behaving like a Dirac
fermion, and obeying the Level 0 analogue of the usual Dirac equation. If, on the other hand,
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L  LI , spontaneous localisation ensues, resulting in classical behaviour. Einstein-Hilbert
action with point-like matter sources is recovered, provided we choose LI = L
3/L2p. In [10],
we assumed this relation, but now we can ensure that this relation already arises from the
action at Level 0, by assuming that the two β matrices scale as L2p/L
2. In the classical
limit, this relation between L and LI implies that L, which was previously identified with
Compton wavelength, is much smaller than Planck length. This in turn is consistent with
the STM atom behaving like a black hole [the Schwarzschild radius L2P/L far exceeds both
LP as well as L].
However, if we do not ignore either the classical aspect (i.e. LI) or the quantum aspect
(i.e. L), we can consider how one term corrects the magnitude of the other. In the classical
situation LI  L, both L and LI are much smaller than Planck length, and this case is
hence not of much interest. On the contrary, in the quantum situation LI  L, both LI and
L are much greater than Planck length, and we can think of the 1/LI term as providing a
small correction to 1/L. In other words, L2P/L
3 is a small correction to 1/L, or L is a small
correction to LI . We can hence identify L with the δl of the Karolyhazy relation, and LI
with l. It then immediately follows from the above relation LI = L
3/L2p between LI and L,
that
(δl)3 ∼ L2P l (9)
This of course is the same as the Karolyhazy relation, but now arrived at as a property of
the STM atom. If we are to treat the STM atom as a quantum object of length L = h¯/mc,
this length is a small correction δl = L to the associated length l = LI = h¯
2/Gm3, which
happens to be the gravitational decoherence length. Thus, this is also the same as the
statement m  mPl. The Karolyhazy relation is now an intrinsic property of an atom of
space-time-matter at Level 0. We do not have to separately talk of a measuring device, the
quantum uncertainty principle, or Schwarzschild radius of the device - these are all emergent
concepts of Level II and III; and the Karolyhazy relation is more fundamental than Level
II and Level III concepts. It is easy to check that the correction LI to L amounts, from the
point of view of the Dirac equation, to modifying the mass term mc/h¯ to an effective mass
meff including an imaginary correction term:
meff =
mc
h¯
[
1 + i
m2
m2Pl
]
(10)
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If in Eqn. (8) we consider the special case of an STM atom for which LI = LP , then of
course from LI = L
3/L2P we get L = LP . This represents Planck scale ‘space-time-matter
foam’. It can be understood as the STM atoms at the Planck scale, undergoing extremely
rapid (on the scale of Planck time, in Connes time τ) quantum expansion (indicated by
L = LP ) and spontaneous localisation / contraction (indicated by LI = LP ). Thus we have
introduced the concept of the Planck scale foam in a bottom-up fashion. It is not that Planck
scale space-time foam is defined by quantizing a pre-existing classical space-time geometry.
Rather, classical space-time geometry emerges from coarse graining (over scales larger than
Planck scale) the matrix dynamics of the STM atoms. The STM foam is defined in terms
of the matrix dynamics at Level 0. In the language of the Karolyhazy relation the foam is
given by l = δl = LP , as has already been noted and discussed earlier by Ng [7] and other
researchers. The difference between earlier discussions and ours is that for us the foam is of
space-time-matter, not of space-time. At the Planck scale, there is no distinction between
space-time and matter.
We take this opportunity to emphasize that there is an imaginary part to the eigenvalues
of the generalised Dirac operator, precisely because the Hamiltonian of the theory is not self-
adjoint, at Level 0. There is no reason why the fundamental Hamiltonian of the universe
should be self-adjoint at the Planck scale. We only require that the emergent Hamiltonian,
after coarse graining over scales larger than Planck scales, should be self-adjoint, in quantum
field theory, and in classical dynamics. The presence of an anti-self-adjoint part in the
fundamental Hamiltonian (this part arises naturally from the structure, and is not added by
hand in an ad hoc way) enables the classical limit (absence of macroscopic superpositions in
matter and in space-time geometries) to arise dynamically. This happens by the process of
spontaneous localisation. One does not have to appeal to one or the other interpretations
of quantum theory to explain the nature of the quantum-to-classical transition.
We also note that LI does not scale linearly with L, but faster, as L
3. This is what makes
quantum effects relatively less important, compared to classicality, as one moves to L values
larger than Planck length. If LI were to scale linearly with L, then on all scales quantum
effects would remain as important as classical effects, and classical emergence would not be
possible.
Furthermore, the Karolyhazy relation implies that our theory is holographic: the amount
of quantum information in a region of size LI grows as the surface area L
2
I of its boundary, not
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as its volume L3I . Given that L is a measure of minimum quantum uncertainty, we can assume
that a length LI can be divided into LI/L discrete cells, but no more. Thus, a measure of
the number of quantum information units in a volume L3I is (LI/L)
3 which by virtue of the
Karolyhazy relation is equal to L2I/L
2
P thus implying that our theory is holographic. Such
a conclusion - namely that a quantum gravity theory obeying the Karolyhazy relation is
holographic - was already arrived at earlier by Ng [7], and possibly also by other researchers.
We have only reiterated it in the context of our theory. Note that holography results because
the uncertainty volume grows with LI . Were it to be a constant (say if it was L
3
P ) then
quantum information would increase as the volume L3I , not as the area L
2
I . As argued by
Ng, this holography is also the reason why the black hole entropy grows as its area. It is
noteworthy that this result for the entropy, recently derived rigorously by us in our theory
[11], is also a direct consequence of the Karolyhazy relation.
We now outline, building on our earlier discussion, how our Karolyhazy relation can
be mapped to the more conventional one, which derives from combining the principles of
general relativity and quantum mechanics. We note that the conventional derivation is
ad hoc /semi-classical in nature, because the gravitational field of the measuring device is
treated classically. Our bottom-up derivation is rigorous. Nonetheless, it will be useful to
relate the rigorous derivation to the semi-classical one. For this, we build on our earlier
analysis to demonstrate how one goes from the matrix dynamics of Level 0 to classical
general relativity at Level III and quantum (field) theory at Level II.
To begin with, we recall how one gets from Level 0 to Level I, where Level I is quantum
gravity. We assume that we are not interested in examining microscopically the Level 0
dynamics of the STM atoms, taking place on the Planck scale.This dynamics plays out
in the Hilbert space of Level 0, marked by evolution in Connes time τ . On the Planck
time scale, we encounter space-time-matter foam, as described above - quantum evolution
and spontaneous collapse of STM atoms resulting in generation of Planck scale curvature.
Suppose we are not interested in dynamics at this level of detail - then we must coarse grain
over time scales much larger than Planck time τP . And we must ask what is this coarse-
grained dynamics, resulting from the underlying matrix dynamics? To answer this question,
we employ the methods of statistical mechanics, following Adler’s scheme in trace dynamics
[12]. We examine the dynamics of a large collection of STM atoms in phase space, and
assume that the long time average [i.e. times longer than Planck time] can be given by the
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ensemble average [i.e. the ergodic hypothesis holds]. The ensemble average is found by using
the methods of statistical mechanics to maximise the von Neumann entropy made from the
probability distribution in the matrix dynamics phase space. The equilibrium distribution
then describes the coarse grained mean dynamics of an STM atom, on time scales larger
than Planck time.
We ask as to what kind of interaction between the STM atoms drives their ensemble
to statistical equilibrium? Tentatively, we introduce here the concept of ‘collision’ of two
STM atoms in Hilbert space. Two STM atoms q1 = q1B + q1F and q2 = q2B + q2F will be
said to collide in Hilbert space at Connes time τ if q1(τ) = q2(τ), i.e. q1B(τ) = q2B(τ) and
q1F (τ) = q2F (τ).
The collision will be said to be instantaneous (a delta-function interaction at time τ)
and elastic if after the collision the two STM atoms bounce off each other, while obeying
conservation of momentum (pF and pB separately), trace Hamiltonian, and the Adler-Millard
charge. Interestingly, a consistent system of equations can be set up to describe such a
collision, as we now show.
As we saw above, in Eqns. (5) and (6), the first integrals give the expressions for the
constant bosonic and fermionic momentum. These equations can be integrated to solve for
qB(τ) and qF (τ), these describe the trajectory of the STM atom in Hilbert space:
q˙B =
1
2
[
c1 − (β1 + β2)(β1 − β2)−1[2c2 − c1(β1 + β2)](β2 − β1)−1
]
(11)
q˙F = (β1 − β2)−1[2c2 − c1(β1 + β2)](β2 − β1)−1 (12)
This means that the velocities q˙B and q˙F are constant, and qB and qF evolve linearly in
Connes time. The trace Hamiltonian is given by
H = Tr
2
a
[
(pBβ1 − pF )(β2 − β1)−1(pBβ2 − pF )(β1 − β2)−1
]
(13)
and the Adler-Millard charge by the commutators
C˜ = [qB, pB]− {qF , pF} (14)
If τ = τc is the time at which collision occurs, that fixes the values of qB and qF at the time
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of the collision. And the constant values for the trace Hamiltonian and the Adler-Millard
charge are known in terms of the constant values of the momenta pB and pF . This allows
us to set up a two body elastic collision problem, as in Newtonian mechanics, to determine
the final momenta p′1B, p
′
1F , p
′
2B and p
′
2F , in terms of their initial momenta. The four final
momenta can be determined from the following four equations, applying conservation of the
two momenta, the trace Hamiltonian, and the Adler-Millard charge:
p1B + p2B = p
′
1B + p
′
2B (15)
p1F + p2F = p
′
1F + p
′
2F (16)
H1 +H2 = H1
′ +H2′ (17)
C˜1 + C˜2 = C˜
′
1 + C˜
′
2 (18)
We would like to suggest that such collisions between STM atoms drive the system of many
STM atoms to equilibrium in phase space, over time intervals much larger than Planck
time. As shown in trace dynamics, equilibrium corresponds to the equipartition of the
Adler-Millard charge, and the equipartitioned value is identified with Planck’s constant h¯.
Furthermore, Adler showed in trace dynamics, and the same holds for our theory, that
the mean dynamics at equilibrium is described by quantum commutators, and Heisenberg
equations of motion:
[qB, pB] = ih¯; {qFS, pfFAS} = ih¯; {qFAS, pfFS} = ih¯ (19)
ih¯
∂qB
∂τ
= [qB, HS]; ih¯
∂pB
∂τ
= [pB, HS]; ih¯
∂qF
∂τ
= [qF , HS]; ih¯
∂pfF
∂τ
= [pfF , HS]
(20)
In analogy with quantum field theory, one can transform from the above Heisenberg picture,
and write a Schro¨dinger equation for the wave-function Ψ(τ) of the full system:
ih¯
∂Ψ
∂τ
= HStotΨ(τ) (21)
where HStot is the sum of the self-adjoint parts of the Hamiltonians of the individual STM
atoms.
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This emergent theory at Level I is quantum gravity. It is quantum gravity in the sense
that there are quantum commutation relations and Heisenberg equations of motion for both
the gravity sector qB and the matter sector qF . But there is no classical space-time yet;
evolution is still with respect to Connes time τ . This brings us to the following significant
question: having coarse-grained over the Planck scale, how do we still get quantum gravity?
The answer is that quantum gravity is not a Planck scale phenomenon! Our Planck scale
theory is the Level 0 matrix dynamics of STM atoms. On the other hand, quantum gravity
is how we should describe the dynamics of quantum systems when there is no background
classical space-time available. In fact, this is how quantum systems are correctly described
- their gravity part, as well as the matter part, both obeys quantum laws. If we ignore
their gravity part, and instead use the Level III classical geometry to describe space-time,
we obtain the Level II quantum (field) theory on a classical space-time, which is how we
conventionally study quantum theory. But this is an approximate description of a quantum
system. It seems entirely possible that when we take into account the quantum nature of the
qB associated with a quantum field, we will see possible quantum gravitational modifications
to quantum theory, and this need not be just a Planck scale effect, and could perhaps be
detected at lower energies. For instance, if we were to ask how to describe the quantum
gravitational field of an electron, it will be through the equations of Level I given above.
Because the Schro¨dinger picture is available at Level I, it becomes possible to also talk of
the entanglement of states of STM atoms. Entanglement does not require classical space-
time; in fact it is well-known that quantum entanglement is oblivious to space-time. Thus
it is very reasonable to say that entanglement is a Level I phenomenon, where evolution
in Connes time is available, but there is no space-time. Thus we no longer talk of how
far apart the entangled particles are, or whether Alice affected Bob, or Bob affected Alice.
Entanglement being a Level I phenomenon, does not respect the rules of distance or causality;
the latter are defined only at the emergent levels II and III [13].
As demonstrated in some detail in [10], the above quantum gravity theory arises at
statistical equilibrium at Level I. The dynamics is determined by the ensemble average of
the self-adjoint part of the trace Hamiltonian at Level 0. The anti-self-adjoint part of the
Hamiltonian provides corrections to the equilibrium theory; and these are represented as
stochastic fluctuations:
ih¯
∂Ψ
∂τ
= [HStot +H(τ)]Ψ(τ) (22)
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These fluctuations, because they have an anti-self-adjoint part, cause breakdown of quantum
superposition - what is generally referred to as spontaneous localisation. This spontaneous
localisation is extremely rare and infrequent for a single STM atom. However, if we consider
an entangled state of many STM atoms, spontaneous localisation becomes more and more
frequent (the amplification mechanism). Until, if the number of entangled STM atoms
becomes macroscopically large, the localisation process becomes extremely rapid. This leads
to the emergence of space-time and classical material objects, obeying the laws of general
relativity - this is the gravitational dynamics at the emergent Level III [10].
Thus the purely quantum (gravitational) level is Level I, whereas the classical level is
Level III. The quantum theory on a classical space-time that we practice is the hybrid Level
II, as discussed in [10]. The conventional derivation of the Karolyhazy relation takes the
classical (gravitational) behaviour of the measuring device from Level III, and its quantum
behaviour from the hybrid Level II. This makes it quite clear that the conventional derivation
is rather approximate, and somewhat heuristic in nature. What we have provided in this
paper is the strictly rigorous derivation of the Karolyhazy relation, at Level 0. From there,
one can relate to the conventional derivation, through the steps outlined above: Level 0 to
Level I, and from there to Levels III and II.
An experimental confirmation of the Karolyhazy relation constitutes a definitive test of
the quantum nature of gravity. We can list here some representative values of δl = L
2/3
P l
1/3
for a few different values of l:
l = LP , δl = LP ; l = 10
−13 cm, δl = 10−26 cm; l = 1 cm, δl = 10−22 cm;
l = 4 km, δl = 10−20 cm; l = 106 km, δl = 10−18 cm; l = 1028 cm, δl = 10−13 cm
(23)
The strain δl/l decreases with increasing l as l−2/3. It is intriguing that when l is of the
order of the size of the universe, then δl is of the order of the Compton wavelength of the
proton. Various researchers have already earlier emphasized the importance of a laboratory
test of the Karolyhazy uncertainty relation. In parallel to testing this relation, another test
would be the analogous one for time measurement, for which the uncertainty relation is
given in (2) above. Another prediction of our theory is quantum interference / spontaneous
localisation in time. Also, from the point of view of collapse models, in our theory the
collapse time scale is likely given by LI/c = L
3/cL2P = h¯
2/Gcm3, if we take L to be the
10
Compton wavelength of the particle. The collapse rate hence grows as m3, implying that
ours is not a mass-proportional collapse model. However, for a nucleon we do get that the
collapse rate is nearly the GRW value, 10−17 s−1.
In our opinion, this new approach to quantum gravity presents a fresh and original
alternative to the problem, as represented in Fig. 1 below, borrowed from [11]. At the
FIG. 1. The four levels of gravitational dynamics. In this bottom-up theory, the fundamental
Level 0 describes the ‘classical’ matrix dynamics of atoms of space-time-matter (STM). This level
operates at the Planck scale. Statistical thermodynamics of these atoms brings us below Planck
scale, to Level I: the emergent equilibrium theory is quantum gravity. Far from equilibrium, rapid
spontaneous localisation results in Level III: emergence of classical space-time, obeying classical
general relativity with matter sources. Level II is a hybrid level built by taking classical space-time
from Level III and quantum matter fields from Level I, while neglecting the quantum gravitation
of Level I. Strictly speaking, all quantum field dynamics takes place at Level I, but we approximate
that to Level II. From [11].
Planck scale, we do not have quantum gravity. Instead we have a matrix dynamics of atoms
of space-time-matter, described by the action principle given in Eqn. (4) above. When the
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evolution of the STM atoms is averaged over time scales much larger than Planck scale, we
get a quantum theory of gravity. This theory obeys the rules of quantum theory, both for the
gravity sector, and for the matter sector. When a large number of STM atoms are entangled,
rapid spontaneous localisation occurs, resulting in the emergence of classical space-time and
its geometry, obeying the laws of classical general relativity with matter sources. If we now
take matter to be quantum (i.e. from Level I) but gravity to be classical (i.e. from Level
III) we get the usual quantum theory - it being an excellent approximation to the physics
of Level I [14].
I would like to than Maithresh Palemkota, Hendrik Ulbricht and Daniel Goldwater for
useful discussions, which have also contributed to some of the ideas in this paper.
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